
CS 763  F20 A. Lubiw, U. WaterlooLecture 1: Triangulations

Intro to course

web page
Piazza

https://cs.uwaterloo.ca/~alubiw/CS763.html

Course Outline
• polygon triangulation
• visibility and guarding
• convex hulls
• linear programming
• Voronoi diagrams and Delaunay triangulations
• surface reconstruction
• arrangements and duality
• geometric data structures, search problems
• motion planning, shortest paths
• curves, trajectories, Fréchet distance

Background: I will assume a background in algorithms and data structures from a decent 
undergraduate course (e.g. UW's CS 341).

Credit:
• 6 assignments (roughly 2 questions each) (50%)
• a project (50%). Pick some topic that interests you and is relevant to the course; 

explore some aspect of it.  You may attempt original research or report on some 
papers (one paper deeply or a few papers less deeply). You must do a written 
report and a class presentation. I will suggest possible topics.

https://piazza.com/uwaterloo.ca/fall2020/cs763/home
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Offered in Fall 2016, Tuesday, Thursday, 1:00 - 2:20 pm. 
DC 2568.  Starting next Tuesday.

Assumed Background:
      a decent algorithms course (e.g. our CS 341)

Credit:
• 6 assignments, 50%
• project, 50% 

Text:
Computational Geometry: Algorithms
and Applications, (3rd edition) 
M. de Berg, O. Cheong, M. van Kreveld, 
M. Overmars, Springer, 2008

CS 763    Computational Geometry

Back to search results for "computational geometry"

Computational Geometry: Algorithms and Applications 3rd Edition
by Mark de Berg (Author), Otfried Cheong (Author), Marc van Kreveld (Author), Mark Overmars (Author)

    15 customer reviews

Frequently Bought Together

Total price: $158.60

‹

ISBN-13: 978-3540779735
ISBN-10: 3540779736
Why is ISBN important? 

Have one to sell?

Share     

Sell yours for a Gift Card 
We'll buy it for $9.37 
Learn More 

Trade in now

Sell on Amazon

Add to List

eTextbook 
$39.58

Hardcover
$17.11 - $42.78

Paperback
$33.00 - $49.95

Other Sellers
from $25.00

This introduction to computational geometry focuses on algorithms. Motivation is provided from the application
areas as all techniques are related to particular applications in robotics, graphics, CAD/CAM, and geographic
information systems. Modern insights in computational geometry are used to provide solutions that are both
efficient and easy to understand and implement.

 Report incorrect product information.

Looking for something great to read? Browse our editors' picks for the Best Books of the Year So Far in fiction,
nonfiction, mysteries, children's books, and much more.

Rent  $17.11

Buy used  $36.77

Buy new  $42.78

Only 20 left in stock (more on the way).
Ships from and sold by Amazon.com. Gift-wrap available.

This item ships to Waterloo, Canada. Want it Thursday, Sept.
8? Order within 4 hrs 24 mins and choose AmazonGlobal
Priority Shipping at checkout. Learn more

List Price: $49.95  Save: $7.17 (14%)

36 New from $26.95

Ship to:

Anna Lubiw- Wate - N2L 3 

More Buying Choices
36 New from $26.95  30 Used from $25.00

66 used & new from $25.00

See All Buying Options

Turn on 1-Click ordering

Qty: 1

Add to Cart

Books Advanced Search New Releases Best Sellers The New York Times Best Sellers Children's Books Textbooks Textbook Rentals Sell Us Your Books

Departments Your Account
Hello, Anna

Try Prime Lists Cart
0

Browsing History Anna's Amazon.com Today's Deals

Try Prime All computational geometry

https://scholar.google.com

Resources

https://geometry.inf.ethz.ch/gca18.pdf

lecture notes:
Geometry: Combinatorics & Algorithms
[Zurich notes]

to find papers

text: 
Computational Geometry: Algorithms and Applications 
[CGAA] “the 3 Marks book”

Discrete and Computational Geometry
[Devadoss-O’Rourke] 

Computational Geometry in C
[O’Rourke] 

other good books Handbook of Discrete and
Computational Geometry
[Handbook]

https://ocul-wtl.primo.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/
01OCUL_WTL/156lh75/
cdi_askewsholts_vlebooks_9781498711425

https://ocul-wtl.primo.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/01OCUL_WTL/156lh75/cdi_springer_primary_978-3-540-77974-2_45973
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Triangulate a polygon/point set/surface

polygon polyhedron

polygonal region terrain
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Polygon Triangulation

Examples

Definition.  A polygon is specified by a sequence of points in the  plane, 

called vertices.  The edges are the line segments 

We assume simple polygons —  two edges intersect only at a common vertex. 

How do we test if a polygon is simple?   Plane-sweep O(n log n).

. . . weakly simple?
HA Akitaya, G Aloupis, J Erickson, CD Tóth - Discrete & Computational …, 2017 - Springer

Recognizing weakly simple polygons

CS763-Lecture1 4 of 20
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/What_Is_Mathematics%3F

Jordan Curve Theorem

A simple polygon divides the plane into two regions, the inside and the outside.

True more generally for simple curves.

Elementary proof for polygons —  Courant and Robbins, 1941

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jordan_curve_theorem

How to test if a  point is inside/outside a polygon:

CS763-Lecture1 5 of 20
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Motivation for Decomposing Polygons

Most algorithms on polygons work better on small/nice polygons — triangles or 
convex pieces.

Note: 3D is more useful than 2D but we often work with surfaces in 3D and these are 
stored as a collection of polygons.

Types of Decompositions

- partition — express polygon as union of disjoint subpolygons
- covering — express polygon as union of subpolygons

    - Boolean combination — express polygon as Boolean combination (union, 
  intersection, minus, etc.) of subpolygons. 

Steiner points

Sometimes we require the subpolygon vertices to be vertices of the original.  
Otherwise the new vertices are called Steiner points.
Examples:

CS763-Lecture1 6 of 20
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Triangulating Polygons

Partition a polygon into triangles without Steiner points.  Each triangle edge will be 
a chord — a line segment inside the polygon joining two vertices.

Theorem [Lennes 1911] Any polygon can be triangulated.

Proof.

Example

CS763-Lecture1 7 of 20
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Theorem [Lennes 1911] Any polygon can be triangulated.

Proof.

CS763-Lecture1 8 of 20
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Some properties of polygon triangulations

    - number of triangles is

    - every polygon has (at least) two disjoint ears

    - triangles form a tree

Exercise. Prove that the sum of the interior angles of any polygon is  π(n − 2)

CS763-Lecture1 9 of 20
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The number of triangulations of a polygon.

Some polygons have a unique triangulation.

Problem: Give a polynomial-time algorithm to compute the number of 
triangulations of a simple polygon.

Fact: The number of triangulations of an n-vertex convex polygon is the 
Catalan number Cn-2

The 42 possible triangulations for a convex heptagon 

D Eppstein

for polygonal regions

D Marx, T Miltzow - 32nd International Symposium on …, 2016 - drops.dagstuhl.de

for point sets

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polygon_triangulation

Peeling and Nibbling the Cactus: Subexponential-Time Algorithms for Counting 
Triangulations and Related Problems

Counting Polygon Triangulations is Hard

CS763-Lecture1 10 of 20
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Later on we will talk about triangulating point sets in the plane

Also about “triangulating” polyhedra in 3D

Exercise: cut a cube into min. 
number of tetrahedra.

CS 763  F20
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Algorithms to triangulate a polygon

1. obvious method (find a chord, following the proof) takes O(n4)

can be improved to O(n2)  by cutting off ears 

2. O(n log n) algorithm next day

3. O(n log* n) randomized algorithm of Seidel (faster than O(n log n))

Exercise: figure out the details for this

CS763-Lecture1 12 of 20
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4. Optimal algorithm to triangulate a polygon  O(n )

   Bernard Chazelle 1991
 
      

But so complicated that there’s no implementation!

CS 763  F20

B Chazelle - Discrete & Computational Geometry, 1991 - Springer
Abstract. We give a deterministic algorithm for triangulating a simple 
polygon in linear time. The basic strategy is to build a coarse 
approximation of a triangulation in a bottom-up phase and then use 
the information computed along the way to refine the triangulation ...

Linear-time polygon triangulation has intriguing consequences. For example, one cannot check 
in linear time whether a list of segments ab, cd, ef, gh, etc, is free of intersections, but if the list is 
of the form ab, bc, cd, de, etc, then miraculously one can. Segueing into my favorite open 
problem in plane geometry, can the self-intersections of a polygonal curve be computed in linear 
time? I know the answer (it's yes) but not the proof.

https://www.cs.princeton.edu/~chazelle/linernotes.html

Triangulating a simple polygon in linear time

CS763-Lecture1 13 of 20
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Volume 35, Number 2 INFORMATION PROCESSING LETTERS 29 June 1990 

For notational concision, we interpret the expres- 
sion “z; < zj ” to mean that the x-coordinate of z, 
is less than the x-coordinate of zj. We write 
(z,_t, z;) to denote the part of C that goes from 
zi_, to z, without crossing the x-axis; thus, if 
i =j(mod 2) (z,_t, z,) and (z/-t, zj) lie on the 
same side of the x-axis. We also write (z,, . . . , z,) 
to denote Ui<k<j(Zkt zk+l)- 

The sequence zt, z2,. . ., z , @ves  rise  to two 
forests, as follows. Assume that (zt, z2 j lies above 
the x-axis. (If not, reflect C about the x-axis.) For 
l<i<n, let I, = min{z,_,, zI} and rI = 
max{z,_,, zI}. We say that a pair {z,_i, zi} en- 
closes  a point z if 1, < z ( r,. We say that a pair 
{z,-19 zz> encloses  a pair { z j_,, z j } if i = 

j(mod 2) and { z,_t, z, } encloses both z,_t and 
zj; thus, (zj_,, z,) lies between (zi-t, z,) and the 
x-axis. For any two pairs { zi_t, zi> and {z,_,, zj> 
such that i =j (mod 2) the simplicity of C im- 
plies that each pair encloses an even number of 
points (zero or two) of the other. The Hasse 
diagram of the “encloses” relation on the set of 
pairs {{ z~;_~, z2,} 11 G i < I+]} is a forest, called 
the upper fores t. Similarly, the Hasse diagram of 
the “encloses” relation on the set of pairs 
{{z20 zZitl} (1 < i < [i(n - l)]) is called the 
lower fores t. In both of these forests, we order each 
set of siblings by placing { z,_t, zi} before 
{ zj_t, z,} if r, < lj; this makes each forest into an 
ordered forest. By adding a dummy pair { - cc, cc} 
to each forest, we create two ordered trees, called 
the upper tree  and the lower tree  (see  Fig. 1). 

A family is a set of pairs consisting of a pair 
and all of its children (in the appropriate tree). 
Suppose that the set of finite pairs in the family is 
{z;,-1, zi,}, {z12--l, z12}9...Y{zili-t) z;,}. If the 
family does not include the pair { - 00, cc}, then 
it corresponds to a simple closed curve formed 
from (zi,-1, zi,)2 (ZL2-~, Z12),. . . , (Z,k-~, ‘i,) along 

with appropriate parts of the x-axis interconnect- 
ing them; the region inside this curve is the family 
region. If the family includes the pair { - cc, co }, 
then it corresponds to a simple open curve formed 
from (z,,-1, z;,), (z,z-rr ‘i2)r . . . , (Zlk-l, Zlk) 
along with parts of the x-axis interconnecting 
them and two rays that go from the leftmost curve 
to - cc and from the rightmost curve to CO; the 
connected region bounded by this curve that con- 

-m m 

P 87  6  5 

9 10  I 

Fig. 1. A Jordan curve and its  upper and lower family trees . In 
this  and the  following three  figures, the  intersection I, of the  

curve with the  x-axis  is  labelled i. 

tains no other parts of the x-axis is the family 
region. The family region for a family in the upper 
tree lies above the x-axis, while the family region 
for a family in the lower tree lies below the x-axis 
(see Fig. 2). 

The Jordan sorting algorithm proceeds incre- 
mentally, processing the points zt, z2,. . . , z, one 
at a time and building the upper tree, the lower 
tree, and a list of the points in sorted order. 
Processing the point z, involves inserting z, into 
the appropriate position in the sorted list and, if 
i > 1, adding {zL_r, z,} to the appropriate tree 
(the upper tree if i is even, the lower tree if i is 
odd). 

Fig. 2. The  family region corresponding to (tq, I~} and its  
children in the  lower family tree  of the  curve in Fig. 1. 

87 

The power of having a simple polygon

KY Fung, TM Nicholl, RE Tarjan, CJ Van Wyk - Information Processing …, 1990 - Elsevier
Given the intersection points of a Jordan curve with the x-axis in the order in which they 
occur along the curve, the Jordan sorting problem is to sort them into the order in which they 
occur along the x-axis. This problem arises in clipping a simple polygon against a rectangle 
(a “window”) and in efficient algorithms for triangulating a simple polygon. Hoffman, 
Mehlhorn, Rosenstiehl, and Tarjan proposed an algorithm that solves the Jordan sorting 
problem in time that is linear in the number of intersection points, but their algorithm 
requires …

Simplified linear-time Jordan sorting and polygon clipping

AA Melkman - Information Processing Letters, 1987 - ime.usp.br
ON-LINE CONSTRUCTION OF THE CONVEX HULL OF A SIMPLE POLYLINE

CS763-Lecture1 14 of 20
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Art Gallery Theorem (an application of triangulations)

Regard a polygon as a floorplan of an art gallery, edges = walls.
How many guards are needed to watch the whole gallery?

Example

Problem posed by Victor Klee 1973, bound proved by Chvatal 1975, simple proof 
by Fisk 1978.

Theorem.  For an n vertex polygon floor(n/3) guards always suffice, and for some 
n-vertex polygons, floor(n/3) guards are necessary.

CS763-Lecture1 15 of 20
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Theorem.  For an n vertex polygon floor(n/3) guards always suffice, and for some 
n-vertex polygons, floor(n/3) guards are necessary.

Proof [Fisk]   Triangulate the polygon.

Colour the vertices red, green, blue s.t. every triangle has every colour.

When are floor(n /3) guards necessary?

CS763-Lecture1 16 of 20
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There are many further results on guarding.

Exercise:  If the polygon is orthogonal, make a conjecture about the number of 
guards that are always sufficient and sometimes necessary.

Guards may have limited visibility — sensor networks 

http://cs.smith.edu/~jorourke/books/ArtGalleryTheorems/
Art Gallery Theorems and Algorithms, Joseph O’Rourke, 1987

PK Agarwal, E Ezra, SK Ganjugunte - International Conference on …, 2009 - Springer
Efficient sensor placement for surveillance problems

CS763-Lecture1 17 of 20
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Is there an algorithm to find the minimum number of guards for a given polygon?  

Guards need not be on the boundary.

Example:

The problem is NP-hard.  Is the decision problem in NP?

(Above results were about the worst-case number of guards for an n-gon.)

Geometric problems involve issues of real numbers!
What is our model of computing?  How do we deal with imprecise points?

Algorithms for the Art Gallery Problem

CS763-Lecture1 18 of 20
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The Art Gallery Problem is hard for existential theory of the reals

Guards might need to be at irrational points!  (to get min. number of guards)
Observation 1. Consider a fixed position of g2 on or to the right of the segment bd. There exists a
position of g1 on l such that the entire polygon is seen by g1 and g2 if and only if g2 lies on or to the left
of the curve C.

g`

gm
gr

l`
lm

lr

p`t prt

p`b
prb

e`t
ert

e`b
erb

c`
cr

Figure 4: The polygon P.

Restricting a Guard to a Single (Irrational) Point. For this paragraph, let us consider the polygon
P introduced in Section 2, and consider a guard set for P consisting of three guards. The polygon P is
drawn again in Figure 4, together with additional labels and information. The three guards g`, gm, gr are
forced by the triangular pockets to lie on the three green lines l`, lm, lr, respectively. Additionally, the
three rectangular pockets R`, Rm, Rr force the guards to lie within one of three short intervals within
each line. (These properties of our construction will be discussed in more detail in Section 4.) With
these restrictions, we will show that for the three guards to see the whole polygon, it must hold that the
guards g` and gm can together see the left pockets P `

t
and P `

b
, and the guards gm and gr can together

see the right pockets P r
t

and P r

b
.

Then, the curve c` bounds from the right the feasible region for the guard gm, such that g` and gm
can together see the left pockets P `

t
and P `

b
. Similarly, the curve cr bounds from the left the feasible

region for the guard gm, such that gr and gm can together see the right pockets P r
t

and P r

b
. Thus, the

only way that g`, gm, and gr can see the whole polygon is when gm is within the grey region, between
c` and cr. Our idea is to define the line lm so that it contains an intersection point of c` and cr, and it
does not enter the interior of the grey region. A simple computation with sage [14] outputs equations
defining the two curves:

c` : 138x
2 � 568xy � 1071y2 � 3018x+ 8828y + 15312 = 0 ,

cr : 138x2 � 156xy � 356y2 � 1791x+ 3296y + 1620 = 0 .

See Appendix A for the sage code for this computation. It can be checked, even by hand, that the point

p = (3.5 + 5
p
2, 1.5

p
2) ⇡ (10.57, 2.12)

lies on both curves, and also on the line lm = { (x, y) : y = 0.3x� 1.05 }. Therefore, p is a feasible (and
at the same time irrational) position for the guard gm. Moreover, by plotting c`, cr, and lm in P as in
Figure 4, we get an indication that as we traverse lm from left to right, at the point p we exit the area
where gm and gl can guard together the two left pockets, and at the same time we enter the area where
gm and gr can guard together the two right pockets. Thus, the only feasible position for the guard gm
is the irrational point p. A formal proof will be given in Section 4.

Searching for the Polygon. The simplicity of the ideas behind our construction does not reflect the
difficulty of finding the exact coordinates for the polygon P. The reader might for instance presume that
most other choices of horizontal pockets would work, if the line lm is changed accordingly. However, this
is not the case.

It is easy to construct the pockets so that the corresponding curves c` and cr intersect at some point p.
We expect p to be an irrational point in general, since the curves c` and cr are defined by two second

7

M Abrahamsen, A Adamaszek… - … Geometry (SoCG 2017), 
2017 - drops.dagstuhl.de

M Abrahamsen, A Adamaszek, T Miltzow - Proceedings of the 50th …, 2018 - dl.acm.org

S Hengeveld, T Miltzow - arXiv preprint arXiv:2007.06920, 2020 - arxiv.org

Geometric Realizations  

         existential theory of the reals.  Set of true sentences of form 
 

     !  a Boolean combination of equalities and inequalities of polynomials 

Mnëv, 1985; Shor, 1991; Richter-Gebert, 1995.
Class identi!ed by Schaefer, 2009.  See surveys: Cardinal, 2015; Matou"ek, 
2014.

Intersection graphs of segments and 9R

Jiř́ı Matoušek⇤

Department of Applied Mathematics
Charles University, Malostranské nám. 25
118 00 Praha 1, Czech Republic, and

Institute of Theoretical Computer Science
ETH Zurich, 8092 Zurich, Switzerland

Abstract

A graph G with vertex set {v1, v2, . . . , vn} is an intersection graph of
segments if there are segments s1, . . . , sn in the plane such that si and
sj have a common point if and only if {vi, vj} is an edge of G. In this
expository paper, we consider the algorithmic problem of testing whether
a given abstract graph is an intersection graph of segments.

It turned out that this problem is complete for an interesting recently
introduced class of computational problems, denoted by 9R. This class
consists of problems that can be reduced, in polynomial time, to solv-
ability of a system of polynomial inequalities in several variables over the
reals. We discuss some subtleties in the definition of 9R, and we provide
a complete and streamlined account of a proof of the 9R-completeness of
the recognition problem for segment intersection graphs. Along the way,
we establish 9R-completeness of several other problems. We also present a
decision algorithm, due to Muchnik, for the first-order theory of the reals.

1 Introduction

Let G be a graph with vertex set {v1, . . . , vn}. We say that G is an intersection
graph of segments if there are straight segments s1, . . . , sn in the plane such
that, for every i, j, 1  i < j  n, the segments si and sj have a common point
if and only if {vi, vj} 2 E(G). Such segments s1, . . . , sn are called a segment
representation of G. For brevity, we will often say “segment graph” instead
of “intersection graph of segments,” and we let SEG denote the class of all
segment graphs.

Segment graphs constitute a di�cult and much studied class. They turned
out to have strong algebraic aspects, and these are the focus of the present
paper. We should stress that there are also numerous interesting non-algebraic
results; one recent highlight, settling a long-standing conjecture, is that every
planar graph belongs to SEG [CG09], and another is a construction of triangle-
free SEG graphs with arbitrarily large chromatic number [PKK+12].

⇤Supported by the ERC Advanced Grant No. 267165 and by the project CE-ITI (GACR
P202/12/G061).
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Complexity of Some Geometric and Topological Problems 335

for example, in the case of the rectilinear crossing number, Bienstock gave a re-
duction from stretchability to the rectilinear crossing number problem. Since the
problem can easily be shown to lie in !R (see Section 3) computing the rectilinear
crossing number is !R-complete. So—in a sense—the complexity of the problem
is known precisely, but it is not unusual to see the complexity question for the
rectilinear crossing number listed as an open problem [15]. There is some good
reason for that: we do not know how to capture !R well with respect to clas-
sical complexity classes: we know that it contains NP (this follows easily from
the definition of !R; also, Shor gave a direct proof that stretchability is NP-
hard [23]) and is itself contained in PSPACE, a remarkable improvement on
Tarski’s original decision procedure for the theory of reals by Canny [4]. So, in a
sense, we do not know the complexity of the rectilinear crossing number problem,
since we can only position it between NP and PSPACE. We should approach
this situation in the same spirit as we do NP-completeness: NP-completeness
of a problem does not exclude the possibility that the problems is in P or EXP-
complete, but proving it NP-complete focuses that question on the real issue,
away from the particular problem, and towards the study of the structural as-
pects of NP-completeness as a whole. Something similar should be possible for
!R-completeness. Knowing that a problem is !R-complete does not tell us more
than that it is NP-hard and in PSPACE in terms of classical complexity, but it
does tell us where to start the attack: by studying the structure of !R-complete
problems; so asking, like [15], whether the rectilinear crossing number can be
decided in NP is really asking whether !R lies in NP. And that puts a di!erent
perspective on the problem. A solution will likely not come out of graph drawing
or graph theory, but out of a better understanding of real algebraic geometry
and logic; what satisfiability is for NP, the existential theory of the reals is
for !R.

To justify our claim of the importance of !R and the necessity of a new com-
plexity class, we need to find natural !R-complete problems. In this note we give
three examples: two known (one implicitly), one new. Plus one bonus problem
in topological inference. This work is part of a more comprehensive project in
which we survey many other problems as candidates for !R-completeness includ-
ing several other new results, including graph and linkage realizability and the
complexity of finding Brouwer fixed points and Nash equilibria [19].

2 Background

The existential theory of the reals is the set of true sentences of the form

(!x1, . . . , xn) !(x1, . . . , xn),

where ! is a quantifier-free Boolean formula (without negation) over the sig-
nature (0, 1, +, ", <) interpreted over the universe of real numbers. It was first
shown by Tarski that this theory is decidable; it is now known to be decidable
in PSPACE by a result of Canny [4].
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Abstract

A graph G with vertex set {v1, v2, . . . , vn} is an intersection graph of
segments if there are segments s1, . . . , sn in the plane such that si and
sj have a common point if and only if {vi, vj} is an edge of G. In this
expository paper, we consider the algorithmic problem of testing whether
a given abstract graph is an intersection graph of segments.

It turned out that this problem is complete for an interesting recently
introduced class of computational problems, denoted by 9R. This class
consists of problems that can be reduced, in polynomial time, to solv-
ability of a system of polynomial inequalities in several variables over the
reals. We discuss some subtleties in the definition of 9R, and we provide
a complete and streamlined account of a proof of the 9R-completeness of
the recognition problem for segment intersection graphs. Along the way,
we establish 9R-completeness of several other problems. We also present a
decision algorithm, due to Muchnik, for the first-order theory of the reals.

1 Introduction

Let G be a graph with vertex set {v1, . . . , vn}. We say that G is an intersection
graph of segments if there are straight segments s1, . . . , sn in the plane such
that, for every i, j, 1  i < j  n, the segments si and sj have a common point
if and only if {vi, vj} 2 E(G). Such segments s1, . . . , sn are called a segment
representation of G. For brevity, we will often say “segment graph” instead
of “intersection graph of segments,” and we let SEG denote the class of all
segment graphs.

Segment graphs constitute a di�cult and much studied class. They turned
out to have strong algebraic aspects, and these are the focus of the present
paper. We should stress that there are also numerous interesting non-algebraic
results; one recent highlight, settling a long-standing conjecture, is that every
planar graph belongs to SEG [CG09], and another is a construction of triangle-
free SEG graphs with arbitrarily large chromatic number [PKK+12].
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for example, in the case of the rectilinear crossing number, Bienstock gave a re-
duction from stretchability to the rectilinear crossing number problem. Since the
problem can easily be shown to lie in !R (see Section 3) computing the rectilinear
crossing number is !R-complete. So—in a sense—the complexity of the problem
is known precisely, but it is not unusual to see the complexity question for the
rectilinear crossing number listed as an open problem [15]. There is some good
reason for that: we do not know how to capture !R well with respect to clas-
sical complexity classes: we know that it contains NP (this follows easily from
the definition of !R; also, Shor gave a direct proof that stretchability is NP-
hard [23]) and is itself contained in PSPACE, a remarkable improvement on
Tarski’s original decision procedure for the theory of reals by Canny [4]. So, in a
sense, we do not know the complexity of the rectilinear crossing number problem,
since we can only position it between NP and PSPACE. We should approach
this situation in the same spirit as we do NP-completeness: NP-completeness
of a problem does not exclude the possibility that the problems is in P or EXP-
complete, but proving it NP-complete focuses that question on the real issue,
away from the particular problem, and towards the study of the structural as-
pects of NP-completeness as a whole. Something similar should be possible for
!R-completeness. Knowing that a problem is !R-complete does not tell us more
than that it is NP-hard and in PSPACE in terms of classical complexity, but it
does tell us where to start the attack: by studying the structure of !R-complete
problems; so asking, like [15], whether the rectilinear crossing number can be
decided in NP is really asking whether !R lies in NP. And that puts a di!erent
perspective on the problem. A solution will likely not come out of graph drawing
or graph theory, but out of a better understanding of real algebraic geometry
and logic; what satisfiability is for NP, the existential theory of the reals is
for !R.

To justify our claim of the importance of !R and the necessity of a new com-
plexity class, we need to find natural !R-complete problems. In this note we give
three examples: two known (one implicitly), one new. Plus one bonus problem
in topological inference. This work is part of a more comprehensive project in
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Irrational Guards are Sometimes Needed

The art gallery problem is∃ ℝ-complete
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Summary

- polygon, triangulation, art gallery problem

- two proofs: polygons can be triangulated; n/3 art gallery guards

- dangers of real numbers in geometric problems

- algorithms!  possible, impossible, un-implementable
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